Designing the “New Counter Experience”

Please Wait Here

The new counter experience is all about feeling safe. Customers and staff want
to know that there are procedures and equipment in place to protect and separate.
Emphasize this message throughout the entire customer journey.

Set up clear barrier ‘sneeze’ guards between each customer
as well as between customers and employees for maximum separation.
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Oﬀering several opportunities to
sanitize hands will give peace of mind to
both customers and employees.

Clearly communicating safety measures helps customers
feel more comfortable in your establishment.
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Sign towers have lots
of room for messaging
with a small footprint
and can double as
sanitizer stations.

2 Think versatile: new or

existing sign stands can
be used as sneeze guards
now and re-used later for
informative signage.
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Use Q-PANEL® systems
in your queue to
emphasize traffic flow.
They’re a great branding
opportunity as well.

4 Add social distancing

reminder signage with
Post Mount Sign
Frames and Direction
DotsTM floor decals.
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Keep customers
separate with
freestanding
Q-PANEL sneeze
guards.
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Sanitizer dispensers
can be mounted on
queue posts, sign
stands or counters.

7 Select the guard style for

your needs: Fixed (7a) for
heavy transaction areas and
portable (7b) for occasional
use at multiple locations.

Exit This Way

Messaging and equipment are just as important once the transaction is
completed. Limit cross-traffic interactions with one-way flows and provide
additional sanitizer dispensers near the exit.

A little extra sanitizer can’t hurt! Place an additional
dispenser near the exit for use after a transaction.

Direct customers with ﬂoor decals and signage to
exit away from the queue to protect those next in line.

A People Guidance Pro is ready to help you find the right solution for your application.
Call 631-582-8600 or email Sales@Visiontron.com
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